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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.  Search system is called as ___________ system.       [   ]  
      A) Push   B) Pull   C) pop   D) All 
 
2.  Mixed min max (MMM) model similarity formula____________      [ ] 

A) Sim (query OR, doc) = cor*max (doc1, doc2..doc n) +cor2*min (doc1, doc2..Doc n) 
B) DEG AUB=min (DEGA, DEGB) 
C) DEG AUB=max (DEGA, DEGB)   D) None 

 
3.  The preattentive process can be detecting the______________                            [ ] 

A) Boundaries  B) inner object   C) names   D) all 
 
4.  A significant portion of the brain is devoted to vision and supports the _____   [ ] 

A) Minimum    B) maximum    C) both A and B  D) all 
 
5.  The goal of document clustering is______________                 [ ] 

A) Visual representation of a document  B) Search statement analysis 
C) Displayed only queries   D) Displayed only ranking 

 
6.  A query processor works in parallel how many operations are used______       [ ] 

A) One      B) two     C) three    D) four 
 
7.  The TAP consist of a _____________          [ ] 

A) Large cache memory    B) 120 query processor     C) 128 query processor   D) Both B and C 
 
8.   ___________algorithm associated with software text search     [  ]  

A) Brute force     B) Knuth-Morris Pratt    C) Boyer-Moore   D) All 
 
9.  Which of the following is characteristic of intelligent agents     [  ]  

A) Autonomy       B) Capacity for Cooperation     C) Communications Ability    D) All  
 
10.   ___________automatically generates a custom query web page which includes menus of people and 

location names from content extracted over the relevant time period to ease query formulation by the 
user.             [  ]  
A) BNN    B) QBIC      C) Both A&B   D) None 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11.  The mixed min and max model considers the similarity between_____________ 
 
12.  HMM stands for____________________ 
 
13.  If information retrieval had achieved development of the perfect search algorithm providing close to 

hundred percent ____________and _________________ 
 
14.  FDF stands for_________________ 
 
15.  Hardware and software text search algorithm is focused on ______________ 
 
16.  QBIC stands for______________ 
 
17.  _______________ is the most recent specialized hardware text search unit still in use in many 

organizations 
 
18.  The_________________ will accept search statements from the users, extract the logic and search 

terms and pass the search terms to the detector 
 
19.  _______________ is the statements of an information need generated buyers to specify the concepts 

they are trying to locate in items 
 
20.  CASSM stands for _________________ 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.  A significant portion of the brain is devoted to vision and supports the _____   [ ] 

A) Minimum    B) maximum    C) both A and B  D) all 
 
2.  The goal of document clustering is______________                 [ ] 

A) Visual representation of a document  B) Search statement analysis 
C) Displayed only queries   D) Displayed only ranking 

 
3.  A query processor works in parallel how many operations are used______       [ ] 

A) One      B) two     C) three    D) four 
 
4.  The TAP consist of a _____________          [ ] 

A) Large cache memory    B) 120 query processor     C) 128 query processor   D) Both B and C 
 
5.   ___________algorithm associated with software text search     [  ]  

A) Brute force     B) Knuth-Morris Pratt    C) Boyer-Moore   D) All 
 
6.  Which of the following is characteristic of intelligent agents     [  ]  

A) Autonomy       B) Capacity for Cooperation     C) Communications Ability    D) All  
 
7.   ___________automatically generates a custom query web page which includes menus of people and 

location names from content extracted over the relevant time period to ease query formulation by the 
user.             [  ]  
A) BNN    B) QBIC      C) Both A&B   D) None 

 
8.  Search system is called as ___________ system.       [   ]  
      A) Push   B) Pull   C) pop   D) All 
 
9.  Mixed min max (MMM) model similarity formula____________      [ ] 

A) Sim (query OR, doc) = cor*max (doc1, doc2..doc n) +cor2*min (doc1, doc2..Doc n) 
B) DEG AUB=min (DEGA, DEGB) 
C) DEG AUB=max (DEGA, DEGB)   D) None 

 
10.  The preattentive process can be detecting the______________                            [ ] 

A) Boundaries  B) inner object   C) names   D) all 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11.  FDF stands for_________________ 
 
12.  Hardware and software text search algorithm is focused on ______________ 
 
13.  QBIC stands for______________ 
 
14.  _______________ is the most recent specialized hardware text search unit still in use in many 

organizations. 
 
15.  The_________________ will accept search statements from the users, extract the logic and search 

terms and pass the search terms to the detector. 
 
16.  _______________ is the statements of an information need generated buyers to specify the concepts 

they are trying to locate in items. 
 
17.  CASSM stands for _________________ 
 
18.  The mixed min and max model considers the similarity between_____________ 
 
19.  HMM stands for____________________ 
 
20.  If information retrieval had achieved development of the perfect search algorithm providing close to 

hundred percent ____________and _________________ 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.  A query processor works in parallel how many operations are used______       [ ] 

A) One      B) two     C) three    D) four 
 
2.  The TAP consist of a _____________          [ ] 

A) Large cache memory    B) 120 query processor     C) 128 query processor   D) Both B and C 
 
3.   ___________algorithm associated with software text search     [  ]  

A) Brute force     B) Knuth-Morris Pratt    C) Boyer-Moore   D) All 
 
4.  Which of the following is characteristic of intelligent agents     [  ]  

A) Autonomy       B) Capacity for Cooperation     C) Communications Ability    D) All  
 
5.   ___________automatically generates a custom query web page which includes menus of people and 

location names from content extracted over the relevant time period to ease query formulation by the 
user.             [  ]  
A) BNN    B) QBIC      C) Both A&B   D) None 

 
6.  Search system is called as ___________ system.       [   ]  
      A) Push   B) Pull   C) pop   D) All 
 
7.  Mixed min max (MMM) model similarity formula____________      [ ] 

A) Sim (query OR, doc) = cor*max (doc1, doc2..doc n) +cor2*min (doc1, doc2..Doc n) 
B) DEG AUB=min (DEGA, DEGB) 
C) DEG AUB=max (DEGA, DEGB)   D) None 

 
8.  The preattentive process can be detecting the______________                            [ ] 

A) Boundaries  B) inner object   C) names   D) all 
 
9.  A significant portion of the brain is devoted to vision and supports the _____   [ ] 

A) Minimum    B) maximum    C) both A and B  D) all 
 
10.  The goal of document clustering is______________                 [ ] 

A) Visual representation of a document  B) Search statement analysis 
C) Displayed only queries   D) Displayed only ranking 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11.  QBIC stands for______________ 
 
12.  _______________ is the most recent specialized hardware text search unit still in use in many 

organizations. 
 
13.  The_________________ will accept search statements from the users, extract the logic and search 

terms and pass the search terms to the detector. 
 
14.  _______________ is the statements of an information need generated buyers to specify the concepts 

they are trying to locate in items. 
 
15.  CASSM stands for _________________ 
 
16.  The mixed min and max model considers the similarity between_____________ 
 
17.  HMM stands for____________________ 
 
18.  If information retrieval had achieved development of the perfect search algorithm providing close to 

hundred percent ____________and _________________ 
 
19.  FDF stands for_________________ 
 
20.  Hardware and software text search algorithm is focused on ______________ 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.   ___________algorithm associated with software text search     [  ]  

A) Brute force     B) Knuth-Morris Pratt    C) Boyer-Moore   D) All 
 
2.  Which of the following is characteristic of intelligent agents     [  ]  

A) Autonomy       B) Capacity for Cooperation     C) Communications Ability    D) All  
 
3.   ___________automatically generates a custom query web page which includes menus of people and 

location names from content extracted over the relevant time period to ease query formulation by the 
user.             [  ]  
A) BNN    B) QBIC      C) Both A&B   D) None 

 
4.  Search system is called as ___________ system.       [   ]  
      A) Push   B) Pull   C) pop   D) All 
 
5.  Mixed min max (MMM) model similarity formula____________      [ ] 

A) Sim (query OR, doc) = cor*max (doc1, doc2..doc n) +cor2*min (doc1, doc2..Doc n) 
B) DEG AUB=min (DEGA, DEGB) 
C) DEG AUB=max (DEGA, DEGB)   D) None 

 
6.  The preattentive process can be detecting the______________                            [ ] 

A) Boundaries  B) inner object   C) names   D) all 
 
7.  A significant portion of the brain is devoted to vision and supports the _____   [ ] 

A) Minimum    B) maximum    C) both A and B  D) all 
 
8.  The goal of document clustering is______________                 [ ] 

A) Visual representation of a document  B) Search statement analysis 
C) Displayed only queries   D) Displayed only ranking 

 
9.  A query processor works in parallel how many operations are used______       [ ] 

A) One      B) two     C) three    D) four 
 
10.  The TAP consist of a _____________          [ ] 

A) Large cache memory    B) 120 query processor     C) 128 query processor   D) Both B and C 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11.  The_________________ will accept search statements from the users, extract the logic and search 

terms and pass the search terms to the detector. 
 
12.  _______________ is the statements of an information need generated buyers to specify the concepts 

they are trying to locate in items. 
 
13.  CASSM stands for _________________ 
 
14.  The mixed min and max model considers the similarity between_____________ 
 
15.  HMM stands for____________________ 
 
16.  If information retrieval had achieved development of the perfect search algorithm providing close to 

hundred percent ____________and _________________ 
 
17.  FDF stands for_________________ 
 
18.  Hardware and software text search algorithm is focused on ______________ 
 
19.  QBIC stands for______________ 
 
20.  _______________ is the most recent specialized hardware text search unit still in use in many 

organizations. 
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